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Abstract

Background and purpose: The management of post-stroke epilepsy (PSE) should ide-

ally include prevention of both seizure and adverse effects; however, an optimal anti-

seizuremedications (ASM) regimenhas yet been established. The purpose of this study

is to assess seizure recurrence, retention, and tolerability of older-generation and

newer-generation ASM for PSE.

Methods: This prospective multicenter cohort study (PROgnosis of Post-Stroke

Epilepsy [PROPOSE] study) was conducted from November 2014 to September

2019 at eight hospitals. A total of 372 patients admitted and treated with ASM at
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discharge were recruited. Due to the non-interventional nature of the study, ASM reg-

imenwas not adjusted and followed standard hospital practices. The primary outcome

was seizure recurrence in patients receiving older-generation and newer-generation

ASM. The secondary outcomes were the retention and tolerability of ASM regimens.

Results:Of the 372 PSE patients with ASMat discharge (median [IQR] age, 73 [64–81]

years; 139 women [37.4%]), 36 were treated with older-generation, 286 with newer-

generation, and 50 with mixed-generation ASM. In older- and newer-generation ASM

groups (n = 322), 98 patients (30.4%) had recurrent seizures and 91 patients (28.3%)

switchedASM regimen during the follow-up (371 [347–420] days). Seizure recurrence

was lower in newer-generation, compared with the older-generation, ASM (hazard

ratio [HR], 0.42, 95%CI 0.27–0.70; p= .0013). ASM regimenwithdrawal and change of

dosageswere lower in newer-generationASM (HR, 0.34, 95%CI 0.21–0.56, p< .0001).

Conclusions:Newer-generation ASM possess advantages over older-generation ASM

for secondary prophylaxis of post-stroke seizures in clinical practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Post-stroke epilepsy (PSE), one of the major sequelae of stroke, is the

most common cause of epilepsy in the elderly (Sen et al., 2020). Stroke

survivors with potential risk of PSE have been increasing (Tanaka &

Ihara, 2017) as recent advances in acute stroke treatments have dra-

matically improvedmortality rate. Antiseizure medications (ASMs) are

the mainstay in seizure control in PSE, with most patients generally

well controlled by a single dose of ASM (Ryvlin et al., 2006); however,

approximately one-thirdofPSEpatients experience seizure recurrence

under ASM treatment within 1 year (Tanaka et al., 2015), and another

study also demonstrated that approximately 20% of patients with

PSE developed pharmaco-resistance and exhibited associations with

younger age at stroke onset, stroke type and severity, status epilepti-

cus occurrence, and seizure type (Lattanzi et al., 2021). These results

may lead to heightened anxiety regarding seizure recurrence and sup-

pressed social activities in stroke survivors.

According to American and European guidelines (Holtkamp et al.,

2017; Winstein et al., 2016 ), use of ASM for secondary prophylaxis

of post-stroke seizures has been recommended and newer-generation

ASM, levetiracetam (LEV) and lamotrigine (LTG), have been suggested

as first-line treatments due to fewer adverse effects (AE) (Ferlazzo

et al., 2016; Feyissa et al., 2019).

Despite such recommendations, there is currently no established

evidence on whether newer-generation ASM are suitable for preven-

tion of PSE (Tanaka & Ihara, 2017). To date, two small randomized

control studies (RCT) have specifically evaluated ASM in PSE (Brigo

et al., 2018). In a nationwide, population-based study, Huang et al.

reported valproic acid (VPA) and newer-generation ASM have supe-

rior seizure control compared to phenytoin (PHT) (Huang et al., 2015);

however, this study was retrospective and was based on information

from a health insurance database. Furthermore, a randomized control

study conducted by Werhann et al. found elderly patients with new-

onset focal epilepsy (originated from stroke in 65.9%), showed supe-

rior tolerability and higher drug retention of LEV and LTG compared to

controlled-released carbamazepine (CBZ) (Werhahnet al., 2015); how-

ever, no significant differences were found in seizure freedom rates.

The objectives of the current study were to assess whether newer-

generation ASM have advantages over older-generation ASM in terms

of seizure control, retention, and tolerability in PSE over a 1-year

period in a real-world clinical practice.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study design and patients

The PROgnosis of Post Stroke Epilepsy (PROPOSE) study was a mul-

ticenter, noninterventional, prospective observational cohort study.

Patients hospitalized with PSE between November 2014 and Septem-

ber 2018 were recruited from eight hospitals in Japan. According

to the new clinical definition from the International League Against

Epilepsy (ILAE) (Fisher et al., 2014), one unprovoked seizure more

than 7 days (late seizure) after index stroke was diagnosed as PSE.

The median of the period between stroke onset and late seizure is

430 days. We excluded patients with only acute symptomatic seizure

within 7 days of stroke onset, history of only asymptomatic stroke,

another cause of epilepsy, or potentially epileptogenic comorbidities

(intracranial tumors, traumatic brain injury, alcohol or drug abuse, or

other probable causes). All diagnoses of PSEwere confirmed by board-

certified epileptologists or neurologists at each hospital based on elec-

troencephalogram (EEG, conducted in 375 [95.7%]), single photon
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emission computed tomography (SPECT, 152 [38.8%]), magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI, 308 [78.6%]), aswell as detailed seizure semi-

ology during admission. The study was approved by our institutional

ethical committee (M26-093-7) and each participating institutional

review board and conducted in accordance with relevant institutional

guidelines.Waiver of informedconsentwas grantedby theethical com-

mittees according to the “opt-out” principle.

2.2 Clinical characteristics

Demographics, including age, sex, bodyweight, cardiovascular risk fac-

tors (hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, smoking, chronic kidney

diseases, atrial fibrillation), history of dementia, craniotomy, alcohol

drinking, family history of epilepsy, and ASM medication history, were

collected during admission. Index stroke were categorized into four

types, ischemic stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemor-

rhage, and transient ischemic attack, and assessed for cortical stroke

lesions (frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital lobe) and size in major axis

(categorized as less than 15 mm, 15−30 mm, more than 30 mm) by

computed tomography (CT) orMRI. Functional disabilitywas evaluated

at discharge based on modified Rankin Scale. We also studied the his-

tories of early (within 7 days post stroke) and late (more than 7 days)

seizures.

PSE seizures were classified as focal aware seizure, focal impaired

awareness seizure, focal-to-bilateral tonic-clonic seizure, and others,

according to the ILAE classification of seizures (Fisher et al., 2017).

Semiological information of the ictal and post-ictal phase, such as

motor seizure, ictal paresis, aphasia, amnesia, and the other semi-

ologies, were collected. Standard scalp EEG was performed for more

than 20 min after admission and analyzed for focal and rhythmic slow

wave, periodic discharge, and paroxysmal activity. EEG terminologies

were based on the Salzburg EEG criteria (Hirsch et al., 2013). Ictal or

postictal SPECT and diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) with apparent dif-

fusion coefficient (ADC) were performed for identifying a hyperperfu-

sion area in endorsing the PSE diagnosis, based on our previous report

(Fukuma et al., 2020).

2.3 ASM seizure control, retention, and
tolerability assessments

We evaluated the seizure control, retention, and tolerability of ASM

treatment in the secondary prevention of seizure after discharge. We

excluded patients without ASM prescription at discharge. For sec-

ondary prophylaxis of seizures, PSE patients were categorized into

three groups (Figure 1): older-generation (n = 36), newer-generation

(n = 286), and mixed generation, ASM groups (n = 50). CBZ, VPA,

PHT, phenobarbital (PB), clonazepam (CZP), and clobazam (CLB) were

defined as “older-generation ASM,” and LEV, LTG, lacosamide (LCM),

zonisamide (ZNS), perampanel (PER), gabapentin (GBP), and topira-

mate (TPM) as “newer-generation ASM,” which were launched in

Japan after 2006. A “mixed-generation” ASM group, defined as a

combination of older- and newer-generation ASM, was excluded from

themain analysis due to various factors on the choice of ASM regimen.

These definitions were determined regardless of the number of ASM

and selection of regimenwas not altered due to the non-interventional

nature of the current study, which followed standard hospital prac-

tices. The dosage of each ASM, as well as information on whether the

serum concentration of older-generation ASM reached an adequate

therapeutic range at discharge,were collected. After a baseline dataset

was collected during admission period, each participant was followed-

up according to usual clinical practice in each hospital over a 1-year

period. The mixed-generation ASM group was excluded from the main

analyses.

The primary outcome was seizure freedom rate over the complete

follow-up period since discharge. The secondary outcomes were the

time to discontinuation or dosage adjustment of initial ASM regimen

due to ineffectiveness or intolerable ASM-related AE (defined as ASM

retention) and time to discontinuation of initial ASM regimen due to

intolerable ASM-related AE (defined as ASM tolerability, a subgroup of

ASM retention outcome). The incidence of discontinuation or dosage

adjustment due to poor adherence or other reasons were not consid-

ered outcomes. Board-certified epileptologists or neurologists closely

assessed episodes of first unprovoked seizure recurrence, ASM regi-

mens, and reasons behind ASM discontinuation or dosage adjustment

from hospitalization and/or outpatient visit records and seizure diaries

with face-to-face consultations. If outpatient visits were not feasible,

assessment was made through telephone interview with patients, rel-

atives, or general physicians at 6 and 12 months. Patients who died or

were lost to follow-up were assessed as of the last visit. The maximum

period of observation until the last follow-upwas 800 days.

2.4 Verification

In the current prospective study, theolder-generationASMgroup com-

prised just 36 patients, presumably owing to the trend of using newer-

generation ASM. LEV was predominantly prescribed in preference to

older-generation ASM in Japan (Nakamura et al., 2020), as typically

also found in other countries (Glauser et al., 2013). To compensate for

the imbalance in the number between groups and to verify the results,

we added older-generation ASM cases (n = 69) from the retrospec-

tive PSE cohort database of our institution between January 2011 to

October 2014, comprising 15 newer-generation, 18mixed-generation,

and 69 older-generation ASM. Retrospective data were obtained from

registered PSE patients treated and followed up after discharge com-

pletely at our hospitals. During this period, most newer-generation

ASM monotherapies were not covered by Japanese public health

insurance.

2.5 Statistical analyses

Data are presented as median (interquartile range [IQR]) or number

(%). Variables were compared using Wilcoxon’s test for continuous
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F IGURE 1 Participant flowchart of study cohorts. After exclusion of cases without antiseizuremedication (ASM), 372 post-stroke epilepsy
patients were prospectively followed up for incident seizure recurrence, withdrawal, and change of dosages due to adverse effects or inadequate
seizure control (retention) andwithdrawal due to adverse effects (tolerability) (See Figure 2). For verification analysis, the retrospective
older-generation ASM cohort (n= 69) was obtained from the retrospective cohort database (See eFigure 2)

variables and Pearson’s chi-square test for categorical variables. Time

to first seizure recurrence (seizure freedom rates), discontinuation or

dosage adjustment (ASM retention rates) and discontinuation (ASM

tolerability rates) between older- and newer-generation ASM groups

was analyzed by the Kaplan–Meier method and compared by log-rank

test. Follow-up time was defined as the period from discharge until

death, loss to follow-up or final follow-up visit. Patients who withdrew

due to the above reasonswere censored at the time of withdrawal, and

those who did not withdraw were censored at their last visit. We also

determined cumulative seizure freedom rates by 90 days, 180 days,

and 1 year after discharge.

Cox proportional hazards modeling was used to calculate hazard

ratios (HR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Potential confounding

factors such as sex (Kim et al., 2016), age (Kim et al., 2016; Tanaka et al.,

2015; Tomari et al., 2017), and other variables with a p value < .10

between theASMgroupswere adjusted in amultivariatemodel (model

1: age and sex;model 2: age, sex, dyslipidemia, dementia, temporal lobe

stroke lesion, and spike or sharp wave on EEG). In addition, we con-

ducted additional analyses by eliminating data on seizure outcomes

of PSE patients with inadequate or unknown concentrations of older-

generation ASM (n= 18).

As with verification analyses, prospective newer-generation ASM

were comparedagainst the retrospectiveolder-generationASMgroup,

or the combination of prospective and retrospective older-generation

ASMgroups, using the samemethods. Two-sided values of p< .05were

considered significant. All statistical analyseswere performedwith the

JMP 12.2.0 software package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). All

data were anonymized, stored, and fixed in an electronic data capture

system by the datamanager prior to analysis.

3 RESULTS

From November 2014 to September 2018, a total of 392 patients

with a diagnosis of PSE in the eight sampled hospitals met the eligibil-

ity criteria and were prospectively enrolled into the PROPOSE study

(Figure 1). Of these, we excluded 20 patients not receiving ASM at dis-

charge. Of the remaining 372 patients, 36 were treated with older-

generation, 286withnewer-generation, and50withmixed-generation,

ASM as a secondary prophylaxis.

The demographics and clinical course characteristics of older- and

newer-generation ASM groups are shown in Table 1. The basis for

diagnosis of PSE, including seizure semiology and epileptic examina-

tion findings, are described in Table 2. Of these 322 patients (excluding

mixed-generationASMgroup), 111 (34.5%) had a previously diagnosed

PSE and 90 (28.0%) had received ASM therapy before admission. PSE
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics

All (n= 322)

Older-generation

ASM (n= 36)

Newer-generation

ASM (n= 286) pValue

Age, years, median (IQR) 74 (65–82) 75.5 (70–83.8) 74 (64.8–81.3) .20

Female (%) 127 (39.4) 14 (39) 113 (39.5) .94

Bodyweight, kg, median (IQR) 54 (45–63) 56 (47.3–67.3) 54 (44.5–63) .49

Current alcohol consumption (%) 42 (13.0) 4 (11) 38 (13.3) .71

Family history of epilepsy (%) 6 (1.9) 1 (3) 5 (1.8) .67

Previous PSE (%) 111 (34.5) 13 (36) 98 (34.3) .83

Previous ASM (%) 90 (28.0) 9 (25) 81 (28.3) .68

Comorbidities

Hypertension (%) 257 (79.8) 32 (89) 225 (78.7) .15

Dyslipidemia (%) 151 (46.9) 22 (61) 129 (45.1) .070

Diabetes (%) 80 (24.8) 10 (28) 70 (24.5) .67

Chronic kidney diseases (%) 121 (37.6) 12 (33) 109 (38.1) .58

Liver cirrhosis (%) 6 (1.9) 0 (0) 6 (2.1) .38

Atrial fibrillation (%) 112 (34.8) 14 (39) 98 (34.3) .58

Dementia (%) 111 (34.5) 17 (47) 94 (32.9) .088

Craniotomy (%) 48 (14.9) 5 (14) 43 (15.0) .86

Etiology of stroke subtype (%)

Infarction (%) 199 (61.8) 25 (69) 174 (60.8) .32

Cardiac embolism (%) 93 (28.9) 13 (36) 80 (28.0) .31

Hemorrhage (%) 114 (35.4) 10 (28) 104 (36.4) .31

TIA (%) 3 (0.9) 0 (0) 3 (1.1) .54

SAH (%) 21 (6.5) 2 (6) 19 (6.6) .80

Previous early seizurea (%) 18 (6.8) 2 (6) 16 (6.9) .89

Stroke lesion

Frontal lobe (%) 82 (25.5) 8 (22) 74 (25.9) .64

Parietal lobe (%) 168 (52.2) 20 (56) 148 (51.8) .67

Temporal lobe (%) 137 (42.5) 20 (56) 117 (40.9) .094

Occipital lobe (%) 53 (16.5) 7 (19) 46 (16.1) .61

Cortical lesion (%) 262 (81.4) 31 (86) 231 (80.8) .44

Stroke size .97

<15mm (%) 38 (11.8) 4 (11) 34 (11.9)

15−30mm (%) 66 (20.5) 7 (19) 59 (20.6)

>30mm (%) 218 (67.7) 25 (70) 193 (67.5)

Clinical course during hospitalization

Classification of seizures .32

Focal aware seizure (%) 38 (11.8) 1 (3) 37 (12.9)

Focal impaired aware seizure (%) 97 (30.1) 12 (33) 85 (29.7)

Focal-to-bilateral tonic-clonic seizure (%) 185 (57.5) 23 (64) 162 (56.6)

Others (%) 2 (0.6) 0 (0) 2 (0.7)

Detail of seizure

Focal or generalizedmotor seizure (%) 236 (73.3) 29 (81) 207 (72.4) .30

Weakness (%) 66 (20.5) 6 (17) 60 (21) .55

Aphasia (%) 59 (18.3) 5 (14) 54 (18.9) .47

Amnesia (%) 7 (2.2) 0 (0) 7 (2.5) .34

(Continues)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

All (n= 322)

Older-generation

ASM (n= 36)

Newer-generation

ASM (n= 286) pValue

EEG findings n= 310b

Focal slowwave (%) 272 (87.7) 29 (88) 243 (87.7) .98

Spike/Sharp wave (%) 104 (33.5) 16 (49) 88 (31.8) .06

Rhythmic slowwave (%) 38 (12.3) 2 (6) 36 (13.0) .25

Periodic discharge (%) 52 (16.8) 6 (18) 46 (16.6) .82

Hyperperfusion on SPECT (%) n= 123a 75 (61.0) 6 (55) 69 (61.6) .65

Seizure-related hyperintensity onDWI (%)

n= 250a
73 (29.2) 10 (32) 63 (28.8) .69

Hospitalization period, days, median (IQR) 9 (6–16) 8.5 (6.3–16.3) 9 (5.8–16) .90

mRS at discharge, median (IQR) 3 (2–4) 3 (2–4) 3 (2–4) .96

ASM combination therapy (%) 19 (5.9) 4 (11) 15 (5.2) .16

Abbreviations: ASM, antiseizure medication; DWI, diffusion weighted image; EEG, electroencephalogram; IQR, interquartile range; mRS, modified Rankin

Scale.;NIHSS,National Institutes ofHealth StrokeScale; PSE, post-strokeepilepsy; SAH, subarachnoidhemorrhage; SPECT, single photonemission computed

tomography; TIA, transient ischemic attack.

Data are presented asmedian (interquartile range) or absolute (percentage) values.

Mixed generation ASM group (n= 50) was excluded in the table.
aLack of information on history of early seizure in 58 cases because of earlier admission in a different hospital.
bEEGwas conducted in 310, SPECT in 123,MRI in 250 in the acute stage of index seizure during hospitalization.

etiologies of stroke subtypewere ischemic stroke (including 93 [28.9%]

cardiogenic embolism) in 199 (61.8%), intracerebral hemorrhage in

114 (35.4%), subarachnoidhemorrhage in21 (6.5%), transient ischemic

attack in 3 (0.9%), and overlapped stroke types in 15 (4.7%). On admis-

sion for PSE, 185 (57.5%) patients exhibited focal-to-bilateral tonic-

clonic seizure and 236 (73.3%)with focal or generalizedmotor seizure.

Clinical findings revealed 104 (33.5%) of 310 had a spike or sharpwave

on EEG, 75 (61.0%) of 123 had hyperperfusion lesions on SPECT, and

73 (29.2%) of 250 had seizure-related hyperintensities on DWI. Base-

line demographics, clinical manifestations, and findings were generally

comparable between the two treatment groups (Table 1). There was

no difference in percentages of one generation ASM polytherapy at

discharge (older-generation ASM, 4 [11.1%]; newer-generation ASM,

15 [5.2%]). Between older and newer-generation ASM, the most com-

mon ASM was LEV (n = 263), followed by CBZ (n = 26), LCM (n = 18),

and VPA (n = 9). The regimen and mean daily dosages of ASM, and

proportion of patients with adequate serum concentrations of older-

generation ASM at discharge are described in eTables 1 and 2.

3.1 Primary outcome: Seizure recurrence

The median follow-up period after index PSE was 371 (IQR, 347–420)

days after discharge. The seizure freedom rateswere 88.2% at 90 days,

78.3% at 180 days, 69.0% at 1 year, and 65.3% at the end of follow-up

(800 days). Within 1 year of discharge, 23 deaths and 17 difficulties of

contact were recorded. The risk of recurrent seizure was significantly

lower in newer-generation, comparedwith theolder-generation, group

(p= .0003, log-rank) (Figure 2a).

The overall rates of seizure freedom were 38.3% with older-

generation, and 69.6% with newer-generation, ASM. In Cox propor-

tional hazards models adjusted for covariates, newer-generation ASM

had lower risk of seizure recurrence than older-generation ASM; the

crude HRwas 0.42 (95%CI, 0.27−0.70), while adjusted HRs were 0.40

(95%CI, 0.25−0.67) in model 1 and 0.47 (95%CI, 0.29−0.81) in model

2 (Table 3). Even after PSE patients with inadequate or unknown con-

centrationof older-generationASM (n=18)were excluded fromanaly-

sis, newer-generation ASM retained a lower risk of seizure recurrence

than older-generation ASM (p< .0001) (eFigure 1).

3.2 Secondary outcomes: Retention
and tolerability of ASM

During the same period, 36.5% patients in the older-generation, and

72.0% patients in the newer-generation ASM group maintained the

initial ASM regimens. Withdrawal from the study was due to drug

ineffectiveness and AE: 68.2% and 31.8% in the older-generation,

and 69.6% and 30.4% in the newer-generation ASM. Compared with

older-generation, retention rate was significantly higher in the newer-

generation ASM (p < .0001, log-rank) (Figure 2b). In the Cox propor-

tional hazards models, adjusted HRs for newer-generation ASM were

0.32 compared with older-generation (95%CI, 0.20−0.53) in model 1

and 0.35 (95%CI, 0.21−0.61) in model 2 (Table 3).

The ASM tolerability rate tended to be higher in the newer-

generation ASM (Figure 2c), though there were no significant

differences between the groups (p = .12). The most common AE

leading to discontinuation or dosage adjustment were skin eruptions
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TABLE 2 Basis of diagnosis for PSE in prospective cohort (n= 322)

Focal or generalizedmotor seizurea n= 236

Features of seizure Supporting epileptic findings

Disturbance of consciousness 183 (77.5%) EEG+
b, MRI+c, SPECT+d 7 (3.0%)

Fluctuating consciousness 61 (25.8%) EEG+, MRI+ 24 (10.2%)

Tonic-clonic seizure 168 (71.2%) EEG+, SPECT+ 14 (5.9%)

Tonic seizure 57 (24.2%) EEG+ 49 (20.8%)

Myoclonic seizure 11 (4.7%) MRI+, SPECT+ 6 (2.5%)

Eye deviation 125 (53.0%) SPECT+ 21 (8.9%)

Ictal emotional expression 6 (2.5%) MRI+ 22 (9.3%)

Autonomic symptom 6 (2.5%) No remarkable findings 93 (39.4%)

Ictal paresis 43 (18.2%)

Ictal aphasia 28 (11.9%)

Ictal amnesia 2 (0.8%)

Non-motor seizure n= 86

Features of seizure Supporting epileptic findings

Disturbance of consciousness 70 (81%) EEG+, MRI+, SPECT+ 3 (3%)

Fluctuating consciousness 35 (41%) EEG+, MRI+ 4 (5%)

Eye deviation 28 (33%) EEG+, SPECT+ 13 (15%)

Ictal emotional expression 2 (2%) EEG+ 17 (20%)

Hallucination 3 (3%) MRI+, SPECT+ 2 (2%)

Autonomic symptom 1 (1%) SPECT+ 9 (10%)

Abnormal sensations 1 (1%) MRI+ 5 (6%)

Ictal paresis 21 (24%) No remarkable findingsa 33 (38%)

Visual impairment 5 (6%)

Deafness 1 (1%)

Ictal aphasia 28 (33%)

Ictal amnesia 4 (5%)

EEGwas performed once in 310 (96.3%) cases and twice in 90 cases, MRI (DWI) in 250 (77.6%), and SPECT in 123 (38.2%).
aFocal or generalizedmotor seizure was defined as tonic-clonic, tonic, or myoclonic seizure.
bEEG+means the presence of spike or sharp wave, periodic discharge, or rhythmic slowwave on scalp EEG. EEG terminologies were based on the American

Clinical Neurophysiology Society’s Standardized Critical Care EEG Terminology: 2012 version (Hirsch et al., 2013).
cMRI + means the presence of hyperintensities that are cortically based with an atypical vascular distribution and mostly reversible on DWI (not stroke)

(Koksel et al., 2018).
dSPECT+means the presence of ictal or postictal hyperperfusion area on SPECT. The details of identification of hyperperfusion are described in our previous

report (Fukuma et al., 2020).

(n= 11), dizziness (n= 5), and behavioral changes (n= 5) (eTable 3). No

patients reported severe AE leading to death.

3.3 Verification analysis: Prospective and
retrospective data

To validate the results of this prospective study, verification analy-

sis was conducted using a retrospective older-generation ASM cohort

(n = 69) (Figure 1). Overall, in the retrospective older-generation

cohort, 27 (39.1%) of 69 patients had recurrent seizure, 28 (40.6%)

had discontinuation or dosage adjustment due to ineffectiveness or

intolerable AE, and 12 (17.4%) withdrew the first ASM regimen due to

intolerableAEduring a follow-upperiod ofmedian361 (IQR, 305–422)

days. Patient characteristics of the retrospective older-generation

cohort are described in eTable 4. Compared with the prospective

newer-generation (n = 286), the retrospective older-generation ASM

cohort showed significantly lower seizure freedom (p = .036; eFigure

2A) and ASM retention (p = .0015; eFigure 2B). In Cox proportional

modelling, newer-generation ASM had similar trends toward lower

risk of seizure recurrence (HR, 0.63, 95%CI, 0.41−0.99, p = .046) and

high retention (HR, 0.50, 95%CI, 0.33−0.79, p = .0033). Of note, the

retrospective cases revealed newer-generation ASM had significantly

lower risk in terms of tolerability than older-generationASM (HR, 0.24,

95%CI, 0.11−0.53, p= .0007) (eFigure 2C).

Similar results were obtained if the prospective and retrospec-

tive older-generation ASM cohorts were combined (n = 105) (eFig-

ure 2D–F). The cumulative HRs of newer-generation ASM were 0.54
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F IGURE 2 Kaplan–Meier curves of prospective newer-generation ASM (n= 286) versus prospective older-generation ASM (n= 36) for
seizure recurrence, retention, and tolerability of ASM. (a) Time to seizure recurrence between older- and newer-generation ASM. (b) Time to ASM
discontinuation and dosage adjustment of initial ASM regimen due to ineffective or ASM-related adverse effect to assess retention of ASM. (c)
Time to discontinuation of initial ASM regimen due to ASM-related adverse effects to assess tolerability of ASM. Censored values are indicated by
dots. Mixed generation ASM group (n= 50) was excluded in the analyses

TABLE 3 Cox regression analysis of seizure recurrence in newer-generation ASM

Prospective cohort n= 322

Unadjusted Model 1$ Model 2b

HR (95%CI) pValue HR(95%CI) pValue HR(95%CI) pValue

Seizure recurrence(ASM

effectiveness)

0.42 (0.27−0.70) .0013 0.40 (0.25−0.67) .0008 0.47 (0.29−0.81) .0075

Withdrawal of initial ASM

regimens (ASM retention)c

0.34 (0.21−0.56) <.0001 0.32 (0.20−0.53) <.0001 0.35 (0.21−0.61) .0003

Discontinuation of initial ASM

(ASM tolerability)d
0.42 (0.15−1.50) .16 0.42 (0.15−1.49) .16 0.43 (0.13−1.90) .23

Abbreviations: ASM, antiepileptic drug.; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio.
aModel 1: age, sex.
bModel 2: age, sex, dyslipidemia, dementia, temporal lobe stroke lesion, and spike or sharp wave on electroencephalogram.

cWithdrawal of initial ASM regimens (discontinue or change the dosage of ASM) due to ineffectiveness or ASM-related adverse effect.
dDiscontinuation of initial ASMdue to intolerable ASM-related adverse effect.

(95%CI, 0.38−0.77, p = .0010) for ASM effectiveness, 0.43 (95%CI,

0.30−0.62, p< .0001) for ASM retention, and 0.28 (95%CI, 0.13−0.59,

p= .0008) for ASM tolerability.

4 DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated advantages of newer-generation

ASM in the secondary prevention of PSE. The latest guidelines rec-

ommend ASM treatment for secondary PSE prophylaxis (Holtkamp

et al., 2017), as more than 70% of patients with a first unprovoked

late seizure after stroke experience a subsequent seizure over the 10-

year follow-up period (Hesdorffer et al., 2009). When considering ini-

tial ASM selection, however, there is no current consensus regarding

the effectiveness of newer-generation ASM for seizure control in PSE,

largely due to insufficient evidence (Gilad, 2012; Xu, 2019). In a recent

meta-analysis (Brigo et al., 2018), only two randomized control trials

specifically targeting PSE were included, one comparing LTG to CBZ

(Gilad et al., 2007) and the other LEV to controlled-release CBZ (Con-

soli et al., 2012). These studies showed lower incidence of AE with

LTG and LEV than CBZ; however, any differences in seizure freedom

were not identified, likely due to small sample sizes. While a large

nationwide retrospective study from Taiwan demonstrated that VPA

and newer-generation ASM had fewer recurrences of PSE than PHT

(Huang et al., 2015), it possessed inherent issues in diagnostic accuracy

emanating from the use of health insurance database as the primary

data source. Although the PROPOSE study is not a randomized con-

trol trial, it is based on accurate diagnoses, with established examina-

tions by board-certified specialists and reliable prospective follow-up

information.

Regarding focal seizure in adults (mainly due to stroke), the ILAE

report recommends CBZ, LEV, PHT, and ZNS as initial monotherapy

based on level A evidence (Glauser et al., 2013). In recent clinical

studies, older-generation ASM, such as CBZ, VPA, and PHT, were still

being used (Hsieh & Huang, 2011; Johnell & Fastbom, 2011; Larsson

et al., 2019; Pugh et al., 2008). The standard and new antiepileptic
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drugs (SANAD) trial comparing newer-generation ASM with CBZ in

patients with focal epilepsy demonstrated LTG was better tolerated,

though seizure control was not different than other drugs (Mar-

son et al., 2007). In the subgroup analysis of Keppra versus Older

Monotherapy in Epilepsy Trial (KOMET), comparing the effective-

ness of LEV with extended-release VPA and controlled-release CBZ

in elderly patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy, LEV had more

favorable tolerability profiles (Pohlmann-Eden et al., 2016). These

studies didnot demonstrate superiority of seizure control usingnewer-

generationASM; however, a survey of expert opinion across theUnited

States reported preference for LTG and LEV over PHT, GBP, PH, and

CBZ in the elderly population (Shih et al., 2017).

The current PROPOSE study showed that use of newer-generation

ASM was associated with approximately 50% reduction of seizure

recurrence, compared to older-generation ASM. Similar results were

obtained in verification analysis using our retrospective cohort data.

Previous meta-analyses have revealed no significant superiority of

seizure control in newly diagnosed focal epilepsy (Lattanzi et al., 2019)

and epilepsy in elderly patients (Lattanzi et al., 2019). A plausible rea-

son for the higher seizure recurrence with older-generation ASMmay

lie in the lower maintenance dosage used for older-generation ASM.

In previous RCTs, CBZ was maintained at approximately 600 mg/day

and VPA at 1000 mg/day, while in the PROPOSE study, the mean

maintenance dosage as a monotherapy was 213 mg/day for CBZ and

471 mg/day for VPA (eTable 2). However, the dosages were similar

for newer-generation ASM in previous and our studies. It is likely that

managing physicians in the current study acknowledged the old age of

the enrolled patients (median, 75.5 years), the low body weight (mean,

56 kg) and the reportedly higher carrier rate of HLA-A*31:01 (15% in

Japanese vs. 5% in Caucasians), an established risk for carbamazepine-

induced AE, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and toxic epidermal necroly-

sis (Mushiroda et al., 2018). In a clinical setting, older-generation ASMs

aremore likely tobeunderdosed thannewer-generationASMs toavoid

serious adverse effects because of the narrow safety range between

effectiveness and toxicity. Hence, in the current study, the superior-

ity of newer-generation ASMs was difficult to conclude in terms of

seizure control compared to older-generationASMs.Nevertheless, the

serum concentration of CBZ was within therapeutic range in 81.3% of

the patients who received CBZ (eTable 2), suggesting management of

older-generationASMwas acceptable.Moreover, the sensitivity analy-

sis, which excluded subjectswith inadequateASMconcentrations from

the older-generation ASM group, still showed better seizure control

with newer-generation ASMs (eFigure 1). Regarding other potential

reasons, PSE is associated with an inherently higher risk of seizure

recurrence compared to other neurological diseases. In a population-

based study of unprovoked seizures due to static brain lesions, PSE

correlated with the highest frequency of seizure recurrence over 10

years (71.5% in stroke, 46.6% in traumatic brain injury, and 63.5% in

central nervous system infection) (Hesdorffer et al., 2009). The high

recurrence rate of PSE might have led to the statistical differences

found in the current study. In addition, elderly stroke survivors tend

to have multiple comorbidities that require concomitant drug use.

Polypharmacy may also interfere with the efficacy of older-generation

ASMs, which are known to have drug–drug interactions. Moreover,

CBZ, a CYP-inducing ASM, could interfere with the efficacy of statins,

consequently increasing lipid levels (Mintzer et al., 2018). Several stud-

ies havealsodemonstrated the riskof subsequent strokewas increased

after the onset of epilepsy (Chang et al., 2014; Cleary et al., 2004). This

may lie in the use of older-generation ASM, which may affect the lipid

profiles or drugmetabolism of antithrombotic drugs. Older-generation

ASMmay interfere with stroke prophylaxis and affect cerebrovascular

risks (Zelano, 2016). Such effects may be important in the selection of

ASM regimen in clinical practice in stroke survivors.

Our study has several limitations. First, as this was a prospective

observational study, ASM regimen could not be controlled, meaning

the older-generation ASM were used less frequently and in smaller

dosage than newer-generation ASM. Second, the PROPOSE study was

not a like-for-like comparison of each ASM, whichmay have resulted in

insufficient statistical power. However, RCTsmay potentially limit gen-

eralizability,which cannotbenecessarily regardedasgeneral principles

valid for all subjects, someofwhommayhavehaddifficulties answering

more complex questions. In the field of epilepsy, for instance, the vari-

ous combinations of ASMs are used in a wide variety of clinical, social,

and economic conditions. It is impractical to conduct separate RCTs

to study the effect of each specific ASM regimen. Observational stud-

ies based on routinely collected data have generally a greater external

validity than RCTs (Carlson & Morrison, 2009). Third, the diagnosis of

PSE may be difficult due to the diverse semiology of PSE (Bentes et al.,

2017). In order to increase reliability, we performed brainMRI, SPECT,

and EEGs in the acute stage under careful consideration by certified

epileptologists or neurologists.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The current study is a real-world prospective cohort study to eval-

uate seizure control, retention, and tolerability of older or newer-

generation ASM treatment in PSE. These findings suggest potential for

newer-generationASMas the primary choice in the secondary prophy-

laxis of PSE. However, further studies are needed to confirmASMdrug

interactions and stroke risks and to find the optimal regimen for ASM

in PSE.
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